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INTRODUCTION

The City of Portland’s 457 Deferred Compensation Plan can help make
your retirement years financially secure.
The City of Portland’s 457 Deferred Compensation Plan (the Plan) is a voluntary Plan
available to eligible City of Portland and Participating Employer employees to help save for
retirement on a tax-deferred basis. Deferred compensation for public employees is allowed
and regulated under Internal Revenue Code Section 457. This Code Section permits
deferral of taxes on income and earnings on income under the Plan. The Plan terms are
set forth in Chapter 5.09 of the City Code.
The purpose of deferred compensation is to assist employees in saving for retirement. All
amounts of compensation deferred under this Plan are held in trust, in annuity contracts or
in custodial accounts, for the exclusive benefit of participants and beneficiaries under the
Plan.
The Plan is managed by the Deferred Compensation Advisory Committee, which is
made up of the Chief Administrative Officer of the Office of Management and Finance, or
his or her designee, the Director of the Bureau of Financial Services, or his or her designee,
and the City Treasurer, or his or her designee. The Deferred Compensation Plan
Administrator, located in the Office of the City Treasurer, is responsible for the day to day
administration of the Plan. The Plan Administrator is:
Jeanine M. Keller
1221 SW 4th Ave, Room 120
Portland OR 97204
Phone (503) 823-4220
Fax (503) 823-4209
jeanine.keller@ci.portland.or.us
With respect to the Plan, the Committee and Plan Administrator strive to:
•
Administer the Plan in a fair, efficient and effective manner.
•
Understand and operate within IRS Code Section 457 and applicable regulations.
•
Provide a variety of fixed and variable investment options to accommodate
participants’ investment goals which offer competitive fees and rates of return.
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•

Promote effective communication of the Plan to help participants make informed
decisions. This includes complete and accurate disclosure information and
timely and accurate quarterly statements from the Investment Providers.

This brochure is a summary of the Plan and is designed to help you understand the Plan
provisions and decide whether to enroll in the Plan. If there are any conflicts between this
brochure and the Plan and/or the Internal Revenue Code and Code of Federal Regulations,
the Plan and/or the Internal Revenue Code and Code of Federal Regulations control. For a
complete description of the Plan please refer to the Plan document.

Visit the following web sites for additional information on the Deferred
Compensation Plan
The City of Portland
web site
The custom Plan
web site maintained
by ING
The custom web
site maintained by
Advantis Credit
Union

www.portlandonline.com/omf/index.cfm?&c=26734
www.ingretirementplans.com/custom/portland

https://www.advantiscu.org/pages/cityofportlanddeferredcompensationpage.html
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HOW DEFERRED COMPENSATION AFFECTS
TAXES AND YOUR RETIREMENT
A Deferred Compensation Plan lowers current Federal and State taxes
and helps savings grow faster.
Tax-Deferred Contributions and Accumulation
One of the major reasons deferred compensation is a better way to save is the advantage
of tax-deferred contributions and accumulation. This is an immediate benefit to you.
Whatever amount you contribute to the Plan is that much less income you have to report.
By deferring compensation you can reduce your tax liability on that compensation and save
more for retirement than you would with an after-tax savings Plan. .
Impact of Plan Participation on Your Paycheck
Investing in the Plan may not cost as much as you think it does. The following hypothetical
example shows the impact of a $100 per pay day (26 pay days) contribution to the Plan for
an employee making $50,000. As you will see, because 457 contributions reduce current
Federal and State income taxes, it actually only costs $66 to make a $100 contribution.
(Taxes are due when benefits are distributed from the Plan.)
Without 457 Plan
With 457 Plan
Salary per pay day
$1.923.08
$1.923.08
457 Plan contribution
$0.00
$100.00
Taxable salary
$1,923.08
$1,823.08
Federal tax withholding
$289.50
$264.50
Oregon tax withholding
$142.67
$133.67
Social Security (FICA/OASDI) and Medicare
$147.11
$147.11
Take home pay
$1,343.80
$1,277.80
Difference in Take Home Pay = $66
The above example is hypothetical and assumes an employee making $50,000 a year and the impact of a
$100 per pay day (26 pay days) contribution to the Plan. It reflects Federal and Oregon State income tax
tables for a single individual claiming 1 exemption. It does not reflect any other deductions from an
employee’s paycheck.
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Impact of Pre-tax vs. After-tax Accumulations
Now let’s compare how a $100 per pay day contribution (26 pay days) could accumulate
over time when Federal income taxes are assumed to be 28%, Oregon State taxes are
assumed to be 9% and the investments earn 8.0% (compounded monthly). The following
hypothetical illustration shows the difference in the amount accumulated on a pre-tax and
an after-tax basis.

10 Years
After tax savings

20 Years
457 Plan

After Tax Savings

Annual Contribution

After 10 Years
Total Contributions
Investment Earnings
Total Accumulated
Value
After 20 Years
Total Contributions
Investment Earnings
Total Accumulated
Value
After 30 Years
Total Contributions
Investment Earnings
Total Accumulated
Value

30 Years
457 Plan (after taxes)

457 Plan

$1,638 (reflects 28%
Federal & 9% State
income tax)

$2,600.00

$16,380
$4,896
(after taxes)
$21,276

$26,000
$13,338

$32,760
$23,304
(after taxes)
$56,064

$52,000
$72,267

$39,338

$124,267

$49,140
$63,806
(after taxes)
$112,946

457 Plan (after taxes
paid on
distribution*)

$24,783

$78,288

$78,000
$229,622
$307,622

$193,802

*Taxes on distribution reflect 28% Federal income tax and 9% Oregon State income tax. Your actual taxation
will differ depending on your tax bracket when you receive the distribution.
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ELIGIBILITY AND ENROLLMENT

Eligibility
You are eligible to participate in the City’s Deferred Compensation Plan if you are a Benefit
Eligible full-time or part-time employee with the City or Participating Employer. Your
participation can begin the first of the month after you complete 30 days of benefits-eligible
employment.
New Enrollments/Restarts
To enroll in the Plan (or restart your participation), just follow the steps highlighted below:
1.

Review available information on the City’s Deferred Compensation Plan and the
various investment options available.

2.

Request an Enrollment Packet for the Plan from ING Life Insurance and Annuity
Company (“ING”) or Advantis Credit Union. ING or Advantis will supply all the forms
you need to enroll.

3.

Complete the four forms in the Packet: 1) City of Portland Participation Agreement,
2) Plan Acknowledgment and Receipt, 3) Designation of Beneficiary, and 4) ING’s
Enrollment Form (only for ING, not needed for Advantis) identifying your investment
choices.

4.

Return all forms to ING or Advantis, as appropriate.

5.

ING or Advantis, as appropriate, will review the forms and submit them to the
Treasury Office.

Your completed forms must be received in the Treasury Office by the 15th of the month to
be effective the first pay day of the following month. For example, forms received by
September 15 will be effective the first pay day in October. Forms received after
September 15, but before October 15 will be effective the first pay day in November.
NOTE: ING will not accept your deferrals until they have received your completed
Enrollment Form.
You must be a current member of Advantis Credit Union to contribute to the Advantis
deferred compensation fund.
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DEFERRAL AMOUNTS
How Much You Can Defer
You must defer at least $10 per pay day. The maximum annual amount is established by
the Internal Revenue Service and is defined as the lesser of 100% of your includible
compensation or the dollar amount for the year. For 2009, this dollar amount is $16,500
(over 26 pay days) which is equivalent to $635 per pay day). In subsequent years, the
dollar amount is adjusted based on cost of living, in $500 increments (note that this limit
does not automatically increase).
Deferrals must be made by payroll deduction from your regular pay. You may defer a
specific dollar amount or percentage of your eligible compensation. Deferrals are not
permitted from Disability Pay from a third party provider. After-tax contributions to the Plan
are not permitted. During the last three years before the year you attain Normal Retirement
Age, you may be eligible to defer additional amounts under a special catch-up provision.
Participants age 50 or older may also defer additional amounts. The following section on
Catch-up Provisions provides additional information.
Increases or Decreases in Deferral Amounts
You are permitted to change the amount of your salary deferral by completing a new
Participation Agreement form to increase or decrease your deferral amounts. You may
obtain this form from your timekeeper, your ING or Advantis representative, Human
Resources on the 4th floor of the Portland Building or in the Treasury Office on the first floor
of City Hall.
Your completed form must be received in the Treasury Office by the 15th of the month to
be effective the first pay day of the following month. For example, forms received by
September 15 will be effective the first pay day in October. Forms received after
September 15, but before October 15 will be effective the first pay day in November.
Stopping Deferrals
You may stop your deferrals to the Plan by submitting a completed Participation Agreement
form to the Treasury Office two weeks prior to the pay date you wish to stop participating.
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CATCH-UP PROVISIONS

Catch-up Provisions
The IRS allows you to contribute more than the annual maximum through the use of catchup provisions. Beginning January 1, 2002, the IRS increased allowable amounts to be
contributed under the 3-year 457(b) catch-up, and added a new age 50 catch-up provision.
You cannot use both catch-up provisions during the same calendar year. The IRS does not
require you to use one before the other; however, when electing catch-up you must use the
provision that generates the largest contribution.
3 Year 457(b) Catch-up
You are allowed to make-up deferrals for prior eligible years in which you did not contribute
the maximum amount allowed by the IRS or for any year you were eligible to participate in
the Plan but did not (referred to by the IRS as “underutilized amounts”). You are allowed to
make-up these deferrals during the three consecutive calendar years prior to your Normal
Retirement Age (NRA). You may only select one NRA and make one catch-up election
with the City.
You must complete a Catch-up Application Form to apply for Catch-up. Upon receipt of
your application form, the Deferred Compensation Administrator will research your payroll
records to determine your allowable amount of catch-up.
The IRS currently allows a maximum catch-up of two times the regular limit during each of
the three consecutive calendar years before the year you attain Normal Retirement Age.
This amount includes the annual deferral amount allowed to all participants. For 2009, this
amount is $33,000. This amount is adjusted based on cost of living in $1,000 increments
thereafter (note that this limit does not automatically increase).
For example, once approved for catch-up deferrals for 2009, an additional $16,500 would
be allowed for an annual maximum of $33,000, if you had at least $16,500 in underutilized
amounts from prior years.
You are permitted to choose your Normal Retirement Age. The earliest age that you can
select is the age at which you have the right to retire and receive immediate and unreduced
retirement benefits from the pension Plan of which you are a member: Public Employees
Retirement System (PERS); Fire and Police Disability and Retirement Fund; or Oregon
Public Services Retirement Plan (OPSRP). The earliest date you may select is the date
you first meet eligibility requirements. You may also select any later date if you wish up to
age 70-1/2. Once you have started the catch-up, you may not change your Normal
Retirement Age designation.
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Pension Plan
Normal Retirement Age
Fire and Police Disability and Retirement • Age 50 and 25 or more years of service,
Fund
or
• Age 55 with no service requirement
PERS Tier 1 – General Service
• Age 58 with no service requirement, or
• 30 years of service with no age
requirement
PERS Tier 1 – Fire and Police
• Age 50 and 25 or more years of service,
or
• Age 55 with no service requirement
PERS Tier 2 – General Service
• Age 60 with no service requirement, or
• 30 years of service with no age
requirement
PERS Tier 2 – Fire and Police
• Age 50 and 25 or more years of service,
or
• Age 55 with no service requirement
OPSRP – General Service
• Age 65 with no service requirement, or
• Age 58 and 30 years of retirement credit
OPSRP Fire and Police
• Age 53 and 25 years of retirement credit,
or
• Age 60 with no service requirement
The NRA you select for catch-up has no impact on your actual retirement date. You can
continue to work past the NRA used for catch-up and you can continue to make
contributions under the Plan. However, following the completion of the 3-year catch-up, the
regular maximum limit (or the age 50 catch-up limit, if applicable) applies.

Age 50 Catch-up
If you are age 50 or older during any year, you may choose to defer an additional amount.
For 2009, this additional amount is $5,500. This amount is adjusted based on cost of living,
in $500 increments thereafter (note that this limit does not automatically increase).
You must complete the Catch-up Application Form to apply for the Age 50 Catch-up. You
will need to complete this Application Form each year that you wish to elect the Age 50
Catch-up.
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The Catch-Up Application Process
1.

You should obtain a Catch-up Instructions and Application Form from the Deferred
Compensation web site, an ING or Advantis representative, the Benefits Office on
the 4th floor of the Portland Building or the Treasury Office in City Hall.

2.

You should complete the Application Form for Catch-up and submit the form to the
Treasury Office, Deferred Compensation Administrator. If you wish, you may submit
a Participation Agreement Form to increase your deduction at the same time.

For Age 50 applications skip to # 5 in the process.
3.

For elections of the 3-year 457(b) catch-up, the Deferred Compensation
Administrator will research your payroll records to determine your prior year
underutilized amounts and the maximum allowable for catch-up.

4.

The Deferred Compensation Administrator will then send you the Worksheet and
Certification once it has been completed. Review the information on the Worksheet
and read the Certification Letter on page 2. If you agree with the information, sign
and date the Certification and return it to the Deferred Compensation Administrator.

5.

The Deferred Compensation Administrator will send you a letter of approval for your
Catch-up.

6.

If you have not submitted a Participation Agreement previously, you may do so now
to increase your deduction amount. Send the form to the Treasury Office, Deferred
Compensation Administrator.
Remember that the 15th of each month is the deadline for your Participation
Agreement to be received in the Treasury Office in order to be effective the
first pay day of the following month.
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DISTRIBUTION OF BENEFITS
When Benefits Can Be Distributed
The IRS and the City’s Plan document allow distributions from your account only when one
of the following events occurs: Retirement; Severance from Employment; Unforeseeable
Emergency; Voluntary In-Service Distribution for Small Accounts; or Death.
Retirement/Severance from Employment
After you leave City or Participating Employer employment you may take a distribution
(pay-out) from your account. The earliest that you may start drawing on your account is 31
days following the date you leave City employment. Please note that if you retire and
return to work as a “working retiree” eligible for City or Participating Employer paid benefits,
you will NOT be considered separated from City or Participating Employer employment.
A Participant is considered to be severed from employment with the City or Participating
Employer when, in accordance with the established practices of the City or Participating
Employer, the employment relationship is considered to be terminated.
You are not required to take a distribution upon retirement or severance (see section on
Payment Options) and may instead choose to defer payments to no later than when you
attain age 70½, (see section on IRS Required Distributions). Once you begin a distribution
you may make changes (increase, decrease, stop, start) to your payout schedule as often
as you like, unless you initially selected an annuity payment option.
Unforeseeable Emergency Withdrawal
If you have an Unforeseeable Emergency, you may apply for an Unforeseeable Emergency
Withdrawal. These withdrawals are subject to IRS regulations and the rules of the City’s
Plan. An Unforeseeable Emergency means an immediate and severe financial need that
arises from events beyond your control including:
a.

Accident or illness involving you, your spouse, your dependent (as defined by
the IRS) or your primary designated beneficiary;

b.

Loss of your property due to casualty (including the need to rebuild a home
following damage to a home not otherwise covered by homeowner’s
insurance); or

c.

Other similar extraordinary and unforeseeable circumstances beyond your
control.

An unforeseeable emergency includes the need to pay for funeral expenses of your
spouse, dependent (as defined in Code Section 152(a)) or primary designated
10

beneficiary.
The request for an Unforeseeable Emergency may be made only if such emergency
cannot be relieved through: 1) reimbursement or compensation from insurance or
otherwise; 2) liquidation of your assets, to the extent the liquidation of such assets
would not itself cause severe financial hardship; or 3) stopping the deferrals under the
Plan.
Distributions due to an Unforeseeable Emergency will be limited to the amount
reasonably necessary to satisfy the emergency need (which may include any amounts
necessary to pay federal, state, or local income taxes or penalties reasonably
anticipated to result from the distribution).
To request an Unforeseeable Emergency Withdrawal, you must submit a completed City of
Portland Unforeseeable Emergency Application, attach the required documentation to
support your request, and submit it to the Treasury Office. The Deferred Compensation
Administrator will review and approve or deny your request based on the review of your
specific facts and circumstances. If your request is denied, you may appeal that denial to
the Deferred Compensation Committee. The Committee’s decision is final. If approved,
your distribution will be subject to taxes.
You will be required to stop participation in the Plan for six consecutive months after the
month the unforeseeable emergency withdrawal is approved.
Voluntary In-Service Distribution
While you are still working for the City you may receive a distribution of the total amount of
your account in a lump sum if you meet all three of the following requirements:
1.

Your total account balance does not exceed $5,000;

2.

You have not previously received an in-service distribution of the total amount of
your account; and

3.

You have not deferred any salary to the Plan during the two-year period ending on
the date of the in-service distribution.

Death Benefits
Upon the death of a participant, the named Beneficiary is entitled to receive the balance of
the Participant’s account balance.
An original Beneficiary designation, and any following changes to the designation, must be
made on the City of Portland’s Beneficiary Designation Form and filed with the Treasury
Office. If no valid designation is in file when a participant dies, the account balance will be
paid to the participant’s estate.
A Beneficiary may select any payout option allowed by the Plan provided that it meets the
Internal Revenue Code minimum required distributions.
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IRS Required Distributions
The IRS requires that distributions to participants and beneficiaries under a 457(b) plan
begin within certain timeframes.
For Participants:
The IRS requires that payments begin no later than the April 1st of the calendar year
following the calendar year in which you attain age 70½ or separate from service,
whichever occurs later. Your payments must be structured so that payments are made
over your life or the lives of you and your beneficiary, or over a period not exceeding your
life expectancy or the life expectancies of you and your beneficiary.
For Beneficiaries:
The required distribution rules depend on whether minimum payments had begun prior to
the participant’s death and whether the spouse is the designated beneficiary.
a. If minimum payments have not begun at the time of the participant’s death, and the
beneficiary is not the surviving spouse, benefits must begin to be distributed no later than
the December 31 of the calendar year immediately following the calendar year of the
participant’s death, payable over a period not to exceed the life expectancy of the
beneficiary or be distributed no later than the December 31 of the calendar year containing
the fifth anniversary of the Participant’s death.
b. If minimum payments have not begun at the time of the Participant’s death, and the
beneficiary is the surviving spouse, benefits must begin to be distributed by the later of
December 31 of the calendar year immediately following the calendar year in which the
Participant dies or December 31 of the calendar year in which the Participant would have
attained 70½. Payments must be made over a period not to exceed the surviving spouse’s
life expectancy.
c. If the Participant dies after distributions have begun, and there is a named Beneficiary,
distributions will be based on the longer of the remaining life expectancy of the Participant
or the remaining life expectancy of the designated Beneficiary.
Life expectancy calculations are computed using the Single Life Table set forth in Section
1.401(a)(9)-9,A-1 of the Regulations.
If you or your beneficiary fails to receive the minimum required distribution for any tax year,
a 50% excise tax is imposed on the required amount that was not timely distributed.
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Other Distribution Considerations
Divorce
If you and your spouse divorce or legally separate, your spouse cannot receive any portion
of your account unless a Court enters a Domestic Relations Order. A Domestic Relations
Order, which complies with the Law and Guidelines established by the Internal Revenue
Code, and the City’s Plan is required to separate your account. Effective January 1, 2002
all state and federal taxes will be the responsibility of the divorced/legally separated spouse
for the amount awarded. The divorced/legally-separated spouse may take an immediate
distribution or elect any of the payout options available to participants in the Plan.
Participants with Domestic Relations Orders written prior to January 1, 2002 will need to file
an Amended Order to take advantage of the new regulations. Please contact the Deferred
Compensation Administrator at the Treasury Office for additional information.
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AVAILABLE INVESTMENT PROVIDERS
Investment Providers
You may contribute to either ING or Advantis Credit Union or, if you wish, you may direct
part of your deferral amount to ING and part to Advantis Credit Union.

ING offers 27 funds from which to choose for your investing. Advantis Credit Union offers
one fixed fund option.

ING offers:
-

Investment choice and flexibility
Diversification opportunities
Professional management

Always request and read fund prospectuses and annual reports provided by ING for
specific fund data. ING and Advantis Credit Union pay the City an annual administrative
fee to recover the City’s cost of its 457 Deferred Compensation Plan operations.
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YOU DECIDE HOW YOUR MONEY
SHOULD BE INVESTED
Before You Invest
Take time now to understand the investment process and develop an investment strategy
tailored to your individual needs. To develop your investment strategy, professional
advisors generally recommend that you:
1. Understand Risk and the Risk/Reward Relationship
What is risk? There are several types of risk to consider:
Inflation Risk is the risk that the possible rise in the costs of goods and services has the
potential to erode the future purchasing power of your investment. For example, if your
fund has earned 4% per year, but the inflation rate is 5% per year, you have actually lost
purchasing power.
Many people forget that inflation doesn’t stop just because they stop working. If an
investment’s return is lower than the rate of inflation, its earnings may actually reflect a net
negative return or a net loss measured in today’s dollars. This applies especially to the
fixed income investment options. Retirees are especially vulnerable to this reduction in
purchasing power. Only by continuing to participate in an investment program that has the
potential to yield returns greater than the inflation rate can you maintain your purchasing
power throughout your retirement years.

Market Risk is risk of day-to-day fluctuations in the value of securities. Price fluctuations
result from many factors including political developments, investment trends, tax changes
or investor reaction to economic news.
Interest Rate Risk is the risk that changes in the interest rate will affect the value of
investments which are interest-sensitive such as bonds and money market instruments.
When interest rates rise, bond prices drop and vice versa.
What is the relationship between risk and reward?
According to investment professionals, there is normally a correlation between the amount
of risk you are willing to assume and the amount of reward you may realize. If you don’t
assume the risk, you have less potential for gaining the higher reward. If you do assume
the added risk, there is absolutely NO guarantee you will be rewarded commensurately. In
fact, your investment could lose value.
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2. Identify your Goals or Objectives and your Attitude toward Risk – Be Specific
Is your goal to preserve the value of your original investment and therefore, avoid all price
volatility risk?
Perhaps your goal is to guard against inflation. If so, you must be willing to accept some
price volatility risk.
You may have a combination of objectives and may want to balance your investments by
diversifying your choices. Investment professionals generally believe that this is one of the
most effective ways to manage risk.
3. Establish your Investment Time Horizon
Are you investing for just a few years? If so, your investment must be there when you need
it. You may want to avoid a large exposure to price volatility risk.
Are you able to leave your money invested for over 5 years? 10 years? 20 years? 30
years? If so, you will probably be investing through many market cycles, both up and
down, and you may, therefore, be able to tolerate more price volatility to protect yourself
against inflation.
4. Consider your other Savings and Investments
Is most of your money in bank savings accounts or CDs? If so, you might want to consider
adding bonds or stocks to your portfolio for some growth. Or, is most of your money in
stocks? If so, you might want to consider adding bonds or money market funds to add
some stability and balance to your portfolio.
5. Match the Objectives of the Investments Offered with your own Goals and
Willingness to Accept Risk
Remember that investing is an ongoing process. What is appropriate now may not always
be. Therefore, while you should feel confident and committed to your strategy, you should
periodically review your investment strategy with your tax advisor or personal financial
advisor. As you get closer to retirement, your goals may shift away from an emphasis on
growth to a concern for current income and stability. Changes should be made to match
shifts in your goals.
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General Guidelines for Investing
There are many types of investments available. The three principal classes are stock,
bonds and cash. Under the Plan, investments are grouped in the following categories
(listed from most aggressive to conservative)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Global International
Small/Mid/Specialty
Large Cap Growth
Large Cap Value
Balanced
Lifestyle/Asset Allocation
Bonds
Stability of Principal

HIGHER

The following chart highlights the different categories in terms of their relative risk and
reward. Notice that the more aggressive options such as global international, offer the
potential for higher reward but at the same time bring with it a higher risk.
Global/International
Small/Mid/Specialty

REWARD

Large Cap Growth
Large Cap Value
Balanced
Bonds

Lower Relative
Stability of Principal
Risk/Reward
Potential
LOWER

RISK
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Higher
Relative
Risk/Reward
HIGHER
Potential

Asset Allocation Portfolios
Included within the Plan’s investment menu are four asset allocation or lifestyle portfolios
designed to simplify your investment decisions. Each of these portfolios has a different
investment strategy. Each strategy suits a specific investor profile – based on the number
of years you have until your planned start date of distribution, your risk tolerance and your
specific investment goals.
•

Early Career Lifestyle Portfolio - The most aggressive of these portfolios. It is most
suitable for those participants who are able to remain invested for 10 or more years,
or who are comfortable with the higher short-term fluctuations of the equity markets.

•

Mid Career Lifestyle Portfolio – It is the second most aggressive of these portfolios.
It is most suitable for participants who are able to remain invested for more than 5
years, or who are comfortable with the higher short-term fluctuations that are
characteristic of investing at least half of their portfolio in equity markets.

•

Late Career Lifestyle Portfolio – The second least aggressive of the portfolios. It is
most suitable for participants who are close to retirement, need access to their
money within 5 years, or are not comfortable with the higher short-term fluctuations
characteristic of investing a large portion of their portfolio in the equity markets.

•

Income Lifestyle Portfolio – The least aggressive of the portfolios. It is most suitable
for participants close to, or in retirement, desire access to their money currently or
within 5 years, or who are not comfortable with the higher short-term fluctuations
that are characteristic of investing a large portion of their portfolio in equity markets.

Investment experts say that approximately 92% of investment performance is determined
by asset allocation. These portfolios are designed to provide you multi-asset investing
within one investment option. Each of the portfolios uses a well-diversified mix of the
underlying investments under the Plan, according to the portfolio’s specific strategy.
These portfolios simplify your investment decision. You simply select the portfolio that
matches your investment profile. Since these portfolios are automatically rebalanced, there
is no need for you to rebalance to your long term objectives. In addition, as your
investment goals shift, you have the flexibility to select from one of the other portfolios that
better matches with your new goals. Note that if your goals shift, you must transfer from
one lifestyle fund to another; the transfer is not automatic.
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TRANSFERS
Plan to Plan Transfers
If you start working for the City of Portland or Participating Employer and have previously
participated in (or contributed to) an eligible retirement plan (401(a), 403(b), 401(k),
government 457(b) or 408 traditional IRA), you may transfer your money from that plan to
the City’s Plan if your previous Plan allows a transfer and is an eligible plan under IRS
rules.
A traditional IRA is an individual retirement account or annuity that allows you to make
deductible contributions based on the amount of your adjusted gross income. Earnings on
your contributions are tax-deferred until distributed to you. Even if you cannot make
deductible contributions to a traditional IRA because of your income, you are still permitted
to make non-deductible contributions and have earnings on these contributions taxdeferred. However, you are only permitted to rollover traditional IRAs consisting solely of
deductible contributions (and earnings thereon) into the City’s Plan.
A Roth IRA, under which your contributions are non-deductible, is not eligible for rollover
into the City’s Plan.

Inter-provider Transfers
(ING / Advantis Credit Union Transfers)
You may transfer all or a portion of your account at ING to Advantis Credit Union or from
Advantis Credit Union to ING.

Investment Fund Transfers
You may also change your investment funds with ING. You may do this through ING’s
secure website or by contacting ING locally at 503 937 0355 or toll free at 800 238 6281, or
through ING’s national customer service center at 800 584 6001.
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DISTRIBUTION (PAYOUT) OPTIONS
When you are entitled to a distribution from the Plan, you have a variety of payment options
to choose from depending on your situation and preference. You may select any of the
following:
Systematic Withdrawal Option (SWO)
You elect to receive payments of a specified dollar amount or for a specified period of time.
The balance of your account remains invested and continues to be credited with earnings
(or losses). You retain flexibility to make investment option changes for the balance
remaining in your account.
Deferral of Your Benefits
Deferral of all or a portion of your benefits to a later date. You can choose to postpone the
payment of your benefits and have your account remain invested in the Plan for distribution
at a later date. The latest date to which you can defer payments is the April 1st of the year
following the year in which you reach age 70½, or April 1st of the year following the year
you retire, whichever is later.
Lump Sum
You can choose to receive all or a portion of your account value in a lump-sum payment. If
you choose this option, the amount you receive will be includible in your income for the
year, and income taxes will be withheld from the distribution amount. It should be noted
that because payments are taxed as income in the year in which they are paid to you, taxes
on a lump-sum payment could prove to be substantial.
Annuity Options
You can choose from a variety of periodic annuity payments including a joint and survivor
annuity, life annuity and life annuity with payments guaranteed for a certain period.
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Rollover Into Another Eligible Retirement Plan
Rollover into Another Eligible Plan (401(a), 401(k), 403(b) or another government
457(b) plan or a traditional IRA.
Note that all distributions are eligible for rollover except for: 1) amounts distributed for
an unforeseeable emergency withdrawal; 2) IRS required minimum distributions payable
on or after you attain age 70½; and 3) periodic payments made over your life or a
specified period of 10 years or more.
Important: You should check with your tax advisor as to the tax implications of any rollover
or distribution. For example, if you transfer your 457 benefits to a non-457 plan,
distributions from such a plan may be subject to a 10% federal excise tax penalty if they are
made prior to your reaching age 59½.
Combination of Options
You can choose a combination of the available options.
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QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS

What is the name of the Plan?
The City of Portland 457 Deferred Compensation Plan. It is published under the City Code,
Chapter 5.09, located on the internet at www.portlandonline.com/index.cfm?&c=26734.
What is the purpose of the Plan?
The City of Portland established the 457 Deferred Compensation Plan to help you provide
for your future financial security during retirement. The Plan allows you to save some of
your pay on a tax-deferred basis through payroll deductions.
When am I eligible to participate?
You are eligible to participate in the 457 Deferred Compensation Plan if you are a benefit
eligible full-time or part-time employee. Your participation can begin the first of the month
after you have completed thirty (30) days of benefit eligible employment with the City or
Participating Employer.
When would my participation become effective?
If your completed forms are received in the City’s Treasury Office by the 15th of a month,
the effective date would be the first pay day of the following month. If your completed forms
are received in the City’s Treasury Office after the 15th of a month, the effective date would
be the first pay day of the second month after receipt of the forms.
EXAMPLE: Forms received September 1 through 15 will take effect the first pay day for the
month of October. Forms received September 15 through 30 will take effect the first pay
day for the month of November.
Does Deferred Compensation affect my PERS or Social Security?
No. Under current law, the amounts deferred under the Plan are included in your gross
wages for purposes of determining the contributions to these systems. Therefore there will
be no change in your benefits under either PERS or Social Security that you would
otherwise receive were you not to defer any of your compensation under the 457 Plan.
Will my W-2 form reflect my Deferred Compensation deferrals?
Yes. Your W-2 form will reflect the amount of your salary that is considered for tax
purposes and show the total dollars you defer annually.
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Do I need to report distributions from my Deferred Compensation Account to Social
Security?
No. Social Security taxes have already been paid based on your gross earnings before the
deferred compensation deduction. Distributions from your account do not affect your Social
Security benefits and do not need to be reported to Social Security. The distributions are
reported only when you file your State and Federal tax returns.
When may I change my beneficiary designation?
You may change your beneficiary designation at any time. Simply submit a completed
Deferred Compensation Beneficiary Designation to the Treasury Office. (Remember to
also complete Beneficiary forms for other plans that you may have, such as Group Life and
your pension plan.)
What is a “contingent beneficiary” on the beneficiary form?
The Beneficiary Form has space for you to designate a primary and a contingent
beneficiary. If you should die, your account would go to the person or persons you have
named primary beneficiary(ies). If you should die, but the primary beneficiary(ies) you
named had died before you, your account would go to the named contingent
beneficiary(ies).
When I start receiving my benefits, how do I report it to the Internal Revenue
Service?
ING will provide you with a 1099-R form that will indicate the amount distributed to you
during the year. This is the amount that is included in your taxable income. It is your
responsibility to complete the State and Federal income tax forms as required and report
the amount of your distribution for the tax year. Please note that while taxes are withheld
from your distribution by ING or Advantis Credit Union and forwarded to the IRS, amounts
withheld may not meet your actual tax liability for the year.
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INVESTMENT GLOSSARY

Accumulation Unit/Share
A measure of investment results used to calculate the value of the variable annuity contract
during the period when deferrals are being made and assets are accumulating to provide
future benefits.
Annuity
A contract sold by an insurance company designed to provide payments at specified
intervals usually at retirement.
Annuity Payout
Periodic payments of income for the life of one or two persons, a stated period or some
combination of both.
Asset Allocation
The manner of choosing investment options for your portfolio across a variety of investment
styles and categories such as cash, stocks, bonds and fixed income investments. The
purpose is to help reduce risk by diversifying your portfolio.
Beneficiary
The person(s) designated by the Participant to receive benefits payable under the Plan in
the event of the Participant's death. Under the terms of the Plan, in the event there is no
designated Beneficiary upon the Participant’s death, payment of death benefits will be
made to the Participant's estate.
Bond
A certificate of debt or any interest-bearing or discounted security issued by a corporation
or municipality, obligating the issuer to pay the holder of the bond a specified amount of
money on the maturity date and the interest at specific intervals. (In essence, a secured
loan from the issuer.)
Compounding
The earning of interest on both the principal amount invested plus interest earned on that
investment.
Deferrals
Amounts individuals elect to have withheld from their pay and contributed to their account
under the deferred compensation plan. Deferrals are made per pay day and are made on a
before tax basis.
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Diversification
The practice of reducing investment risk by spreading assets among a variety of
investments. Diversification reduces both the upside and downside potential and allows for
more consistent performance under a wider range of economic conditions.
Dollar Cost Averaging
The process of investing at regular intervals rather than all at once. This helps make the
market’s normal ups and downs work to the investor’s benefit because when share prices
are lower, the investor buys more units or shares, and fewer when prices are higher. Over
time, the average cost per share generally will be lower than the market’s average price per
share.
Dow Jones Industrial Average
The price-weighted average of 30 blue chip stocks issued by companies that are generally
leaders in their industry.
Government Debt Obligation
Direct debt obligations of the U.S. government. Government debt obligations include
Treasury bonds, notes, bills and saving bonds. They carry the safest ratings of all bonds.
Guaranteed Account/Fixed Account
This conservative option typically offers a guarantee of principal as well as a guarantee of
at least a stated minimum interest rate.
Investment Options
The fixed interest and variable options made available under an employer’s deferred
compensation program.
Liquidity
The ability of an asset to be converted into cash quickly and without any price discount.
For instance, investments in money market funds and listed stocks offer greater liquidity
than real estate.
Management Fees
A charge paid to a mutual fund’s managers (typically a percentage of assets invested in the
fund) for their services which usually includes fund administration costs and other expenses
of the fund.
Money Market Instruments
Short-term debt securities which include negotiable certificates of deposit, commercial
paper, and U.S. Treasury bills with maturities of one year or less.
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Mutual Funds
An open-end fund professionally managed by an investment company. The fund manager
chooses which securities to invest in within the fund’s stated objectives and diversification
requirements. The price of a fund share will fluctuate daily, depending upon the
performance of the securities held by the fund. Mutual funds charge fees but in return offer
diversification, professional money management, liquidity and convenience.
Net Asset Value (NAV)
A mutual fund share’s value, calculated once a day, based on the closing market price for
each security in the fund’s portfolio. It is computed by deducting the fund’s liabilities from
the portfolio’s total assets and dividing this amount by the number of shares outstanding.
Portfolio
A collection of different investments or assets. Your account portfolio is made up of the
investment options you select from those offered under the plan.
Principal
The amount you invest, which does not include interest, appreciation or dividends.
Prospectus
A written document for prospective investors that provides the facts of an existing or
planned enterprise needed by the investor to make an informed decision. Prospectuses
issued by mutual funds or variable annuities include the history of the fund, background of
the fund managers, investment objectives, financial statement and other data.
Risk Tolerance
The amount of risk an investor is willing to take in pursuing the desired return for his
portfolio.
Security
An investment instrument, other than an insurance policy or fixed annuity, that represents
ownership in a corporation (a stock), a creditor relationship with a corporation or
government body (a bond), or rights to ownership such as represented by an option.
Standard & Poor’s 500 (S&P 500)
A measurement of fluctuations in stock market conditions based on the performance of 500
widely held common stocks. Known as the S&P 500 Index, its selection and publication is
a service of Standard & Poor’s Corporation, a financial advisory, securities rating, and
publishing firm.
Stocks (Equity Investments)
One share of stock equals one share of ownership in a corporation. Stock funds reflect the
share price of the stocks held in the fund along with the reinvestment of any dividends paid.
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T-Bills
U.S. Treasury bills. Short-term (maturities up to a year) debt government securities bought
at a discount to face value. T-bills mature at full face value and pay no interest.
Volatility
A measure of the potential for change in value of a security or mutual fund within a short
time period. Stocks, whose price can change sharply, are said to generally be more
volatile than bonds. The degree of price fluctuation for a given security or mutual fund,
usually expressed as a variance or standard deviation. If the price of a stock moves up
and down rapidly over short time periods, it has high volatility. If the price almost never
changes, it has low volatility.
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